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Brief History

On or about January 21rst -January 23rd,2010 the images above in Fig.A-C produced by NASA stereo solar image satellite which may have registered at least three planet sized spherical ufos. According to an artice written by Dr.Alfred Lambrumont Webre. That was published on or about January 27th, 2010 in The Dallas Examiner.Com. Which also published FIG.A-C in the previous page as well.

In a nutshell,NASA claims their stereo spacecraft malfunctioned. While other are not so sure. Dr. Nassim Haramein physicist may have explained these giant solar ufos in both quantum physics and singularity theory.Dr. Haramein may believe that this is not the first time that similar-like ufos may have been seen near the sun.

Are These Planet-Sized UFOs Near The Corona of Our Sun..?

According to the article published on or about January 27th, 2010 in The Dallas Examiner that NASA when learning about the possibility that these objects may be planet sized ufos apparently pulled their images off any of the web sites they have. However, before this could be done Mike Bird with Exopolitics Canada seems to have collected a number of these images NASA had on their web sites and evidently downloaded a number of these into a video that aired on You-Tube.

This author of this document, and inventor of a new imaging process that has the capability of enhancing inconclusive photos and images of just about any image of an inconclusive tangible object with a success rate of about 90%. This new imaging process this author invented has numerous capabilities.

*Which at this time may even beyond what NASA can produce in such images as well.. It even has the capability to extract areas in an image as small-(or smaller), than the eye of a needle. Next enlarging that area and in a series of step X step enhancements may be able to show you what is there.*

The Possible New Photographic Evidence

This author has intensely studied these images of the sun in FIG.A-C above, and the image the were on the You-Tube video. In this document I provide a very detailed comprehensive in depth photographic presentation of my findings and observations in theory and hypothesis based upon the photographic evidence herein. This is further explained in a series of several photographic demonstrations.

The First Demonstration
This first demonstration involves just one of many capabilities this new imaging process this author invented has the capability of. This first demonstration is going to show that although while FIG A of the NASA Stereo Spacecraft has produced some fabulous images, this author will show where this process he invented may have the capability of taking images like NASA produced from this satellite and may be able to take such images much further. *Which has many applications especially I will demonstrate here in space exploration. Which could save 10-100 billions of dollars for NASA or other space exploration agencies interested in space exploration. The cost to operate would be extremely modest. It has the capability of showing things only yet to be dreamed of. It could even be incorporated into exiting space exploration systems.*

In the left top corner beyond the left top part of this image this author first wants to demonstrate how my imaging process may have gone beyond the NASA Stereo Spacecraft. In the aspect that here we may see another star system light years away. Because we are dealing with an image from the NASA Stereo Spacecraft when the image is enhanced in this demonstration, it does not allow us to see all of the magnificent colors we would in in an image as we might see in the Hubble Telescope etc. The first demonstration begins now as follows:
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**FIG.-A-** This is fig .A which appeared in The Dallas Examiner.Com article. In Fig. A-C this author examined all three of these images intensely and did not find/observe any anomaly that may be of a planet sized orientation to suggest any planet sized ufos yet at that point. This will be shown and discussed in upcoming pages of this document.
The image above is an inverted color image of Fig.-A on the previous page. 
(NOTE-Please use your magnification tool around the circumference of this image of the sun taken on or about 1-21-2010 by the NASA Stereo spacecraft. This is so you can see for yourself when you magnify around this image that there seems to be no planet sized ufos at this point in this image.
In the last several images are moving away from the left top part of the sun corona and we can see the yellow arrow pointing the greenish looking dot in the upper left top image. Within the following pages we will see the possible star system develops more and more.
Again in the upper left top corner the two red arrows show the start system
dust cloud and inner stars. This is inverted so it can be seen as an addditional visual
aid.
This ends the first demonstration. The next several demonstration are of utmost importance. For it is here an intense prolific deep look is take to see if the planet sized ufos were maybe there or not within the sun's corona

Evidence For Possible Planet Sized UFOs in the Sun's Corona
In the image above is important. For it is here we start to see the first strong suggestive evidence of these possible planet sized ufos. In the You-Tube video at about 36:00 seconds into the video above in this image where the red arrow points- (NOTE-If needed please use the magnification tool in this document at the top if you want to see this possible planet-sized anomaly larger where the red arrow points to). The turquoise arrow points-(to where because at this point in viewing the images the other possible planet sized ufos are too small for you to see).......to other possible planet sized ufos in the generalized area where the turquoise arrow points to.

In the next several images you will start to see the bottom left corner of the image change. Than we well get closer and closer to this image and eventually will enlarge and enhance it to the point in an ongoing series of step X step enhancements, the first possible ufo we see above where the red arrow points.
In the last several images we have gotten closer and closer to the first possible planet sized ufo. The area outline in this image above is to signify that we will start concentrating on this specific area now which will allow us to get to this first planet sized ufo even more.
The image above is again important because it allows us to move into a new phase of these possible planet sized ufos in and around the sun's corona. How so? As you know the red arrow points to a larger seen first possible planet sized ufo. However, the yellow arrow points to a faint yet somewhat visible gray colored dot.
This dot, is a possible second planet sized ufo not seen until this point of enhanced enlargements.

Again in the image above (1) is the first possible planet sized ufo and (2) is the second possible planet sized ufo, which is now more clearly seen as a larger whitish sized enhanced dot.

The first possible planet sized ufo is enlarged again. However, what again what is important here is the old saying:"Things are not always as they appear". What you see here is not as it truly appears. The dark area is not really part of this possible planet sized ufo. If not, than what is it? Rather, in theory and hypothesis the photographic evidence on continuing pages will show this dark spot to be a
possible 'deep sort of tunnel in which these possible planet sized ufos are coming through'. (1) is actually part of the possible first planet sized ufo.

The only area you see in focus in the image above is what we need to be concerned with. For this area is very important as we will see why so in the next several images and their explanations.

The red arrow points to the actual possible planet sized ufo.- (Which will improve as we go along). The turquoise arrow points to the dark area seen before, but smaller in the image on the previous page. This dark area seems to give the impression of depth. How can this author distinguish so? The last purple arrow to the far left will answer this question. The purple arrow points to what you may be able to discern as a yellowish golden spot at the end of what might be a tunnel in
theory through the sun's corona. Which may allow these planet sized ufos to travel through.

In the next few images we are going to get away from the possible first planet sized ufo and will consider it last. The next area we will concentrate on will be where the purple arrow pointed to in the last image on the previous page. It may be the other side of this possible tunnel through the corona where these possible planet sized ufos enter and exit this size of the sun. Next we will take a look inside this possible tunnel and what we find inside may greatly surprise or maybe even shock you.
In the last few images on what we might be viewing as the entrance into this possible tunnel for these possible planet sized ufos seems to maybe emanating some sort inner tunnels distortion wave lengths so to speak.
In the image above the yellow arrow points to the possible planet sized ufo entrance. The red arrow point to what may be another possible planet sized alien ship as it appears maybe about half-way through this possible tunnel area.
The above image may be another very important piece of information and evidence. Why? For as this author has shown the yellow arrow seem to be pointing to this possible planet sized alien ufo entrance. As aforementioned the red arrow points to another possible planet sized ufo in this tunnel as well.

However what may be of unusual specific interest is the counter-clock-wise motion of the blue dotted areas that seems to give the impression, of turning counter-clockwise in a counter-clock-wise-like spiral direction. Or what also may be like a 'counter-clock-wise rotating spiral vortex.

In the next couple of images this possible second planet sized ufo in this tunnel will be seen some more.
The yellow arrow point to the possible tunnel entrance and the red arrow now points to a larger further enhanced possible second planet sized ufo in this tunnel.

Above is the possible planet sized ufo in this tunnel. This is the best enhancement possible under these conditions. This may be due to the unimaginable amount of forces and energy levels that may be taking place in this possible tunnel this possible planet sized ufo is traveling through.
This will be the last image in this first pdf document for now. We will continue these demonstrations in the next document. Above the area that is outlined will be what we will concentrate on next in our next demonstration of the full enhancement of the first possible planet sized ufo. As we see where the red arrow is pointing to above. It gets better!

For any additional information you may email me Ron Stewart at-(rons475@gmail.com). or you may get me on my cell phone if needed at-(830-386-9964). Thank you!